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The Flemish artist Pieter Bruegel—sometimes called Peasant Bruegel—was the first great artist
to paint scenes of ordinary peasant life and show the common man and woman as they went
about their daily tasks and amusements. He is credited with bringing a humanizing spirit to
painting— something that was lacking in medieval works and entirely absent from contemporary
Renaissance paintings. His compositions are full of rich details and reward close examination; in
fact, they are used by cultural historians as source material for old Flemish customs, styles of
dress, cultivation, and many other aspects of 16th-century everyday life. In 1563 Bruegel painted
one of his most famous works, The Tower of Babel, for the first time; during his lifetime, he
painted the subject three times. Called a figurative allegory, The Tower of Babel tells a story from
the Old Testament, Genesis 11:1–9. The theme is the futility of human ambition and commercial
greed. Other subjects, many produced as prints, included the seven deadly sins (or vices) and
the seven virtues. At his death in 1569, his old friend Ortelius described him as “the most perfect
painter of his time.” His two sons Pieter and Jan, also accomplished artists, followed in their
father’s footsteps, firmly establishing the Brueg(h)el name in the art history books.

“Art historian Dean has provided perhaps the best interpretation of how theInkas saw their
environment, particularly their lithic one, and how this motivated their actions. . . . Her judicious
use of historical documents, combined with thoughtful and critical analysis of contemporary
Andean concepts that appear rooted in their pre-Hispanic ancestry, provides a new and
refreshing perspective for understanding the Inkas’ culture of stone.” - Michael Malpass,
Comparative Studies in Society and History“A Culture of Stone is beautifully written. . . . As a
study of ancient rocks, their material texture, location and relationship to other features in the
landscape, as well as their social agency during Inka times, A Culture of Stone is a welcome
intervention and will be of interest to students of material worlds, anthropologists,
archaeologists, as well as scholars of Peru and Latin America.” - Haidy L Geismar, Material
Worlds blog“As a study of the rocks themselves, their material texture, location and relationship
to other features in the landscape, as well as their social agency, A Culture of Stone is a
welcome intervention in art history, and will also be of interest to anthropologists, archaeologists,
and scholars of Peru and Latin America.” - Sandra Rozental, Journal of Latin American and
Caribbean Anthropology“In her exquisitely researched, articulate, and annotated book, Carolyn
Dean explores the Inka love affair with stone and demonstrates the near-universal role played by
the material in Inka cultural and spiritual life. . . . Dean has made a strong contribution to the field
of Andean studies, one well presented and worth reading.” - Vincent R. Lee, American Historical
Review“[Dean’s] book has implications far beyond its locus in Latin America. ... [I]t represents an
intervention into current debates about world art history. Dean suggests a way in which the



interpretation of human interactions with nature that in the European tradition are called art and
architecture may be imaginatively reconstructed with terms and concepts that are not
Eurocentric.” - Thomas DeCosta Kaufmann, CAA Reviews“By addressing both well-known and
understudied objects, Carolyn Dean offers sophisticated new insights into Inka practices.
Moreover, while advancing scholarship on the colonial Andes, she tackles issues relating to the
interpretation of non-Western art and its reception, contributing to debates on material objects
and the built environment in a wide range of fields.”—Dana Leibsohn, Smith College“Gold, silver,
and weaving are the riches most often associated with the Inka, but as Carolyn Dean’s scholarly
study demonstrates, their greatest investment of thought and time was in stone. Moving between
descriptions of the magnificent walls of Inka imperial buildings and worked stones in situ, Dean
links them as related parts of Inka visual expression, which is hard to comprehend and not easily
recognized. But, as Dean stresses, there is an intimate relationship between Andeans and stone
that is at the heart of the greatest empire of Ancient America.”—Thomas B. F. Cummins, Harvard
University“The sixteenth-century Spanish priest Cristóbal de Albornoz noted that over half of the
sacred things in the Inka capital of Cuzco were rocks. In her stimulating new book, Carolyn Dean
explores this ‘culture of stone,’ examining ways in which rock outcrops and other rock forms were
the focus of ritual practice and spiritual belief. Illuminating key aspects of pre-Hispanic
understandings of landscape and the built environment, this insightful and thought-provoking
study reframes the way we consider the Inka visual world.”—Joanne Pillsbury, Director of Pre-
Columbian Studies, Dumbarton Oaks“[Dean’s] book has implications far beyond its locus in
Latin America. ... [I]t represents an intervention into current debates about world art history. Dean
suggests a way in which the interpretation of human interactions with nature that in the
European tradition are called art and architecture may be imaginatively reconstructed with terms
and concepts that are not Eurocentric.” -- Thomas DeCosta Kaufmann ― CAA Reviews“Art
historian Dean has provided perhaps the best interpretation of how theInkas saw their
environment, particularly their lithic one, and how this motivated their actions. . . . Her judicious
use of historical documents, combined with thoughtful and critical analysis of contemporary
Andean concepts that appear rooted in their pre-Hispanic ancestry, provides a new and
refreshing perspective for understanding the Inkas’ culture of stone.” -- Michael Malpass ―
Comparative Studies in Society and History“As a study of the rocks themselves, their material
texture, location and relationship to other features in the landscape, as well as their social
agency, A Culture of Stone is a welcome intervention in art history, and will also be of interest to
anthropologists, archaeologists, and scholars of Peru and Latin America.” -- Sandra Rozental ―
Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology“A Culture of Stone is beautifully
written. . . . As a study of ancient rocks, their material texture, location and relationship to other
features in the landscape, as well as their social agency during Inka times, A Culture of Stone is
a welcome intervention and will be of interest to students of material worlds, anthropologists,
archaeologists, as well as scholars of Peru and Latin America.” -- Haidy L Geismar ― Material
Worlds blog --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"By



addressing both well-known and understudied objects, Carolyn Dean offers sophisticated new
insights into Inka practices. Moreover, while advancing scholarship on the colonial Andes, she
tackles issues relating to the interpretation of non-Western art and its reception, contributing to
debates on material objects and the built environment in a wide range of fields."--Dana
Leibsohn, Smith College --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorCarolyn Dean is Professor in the History of Art and Visual Culture Department at the
University of California, Santa Cruz. She is the author of Inka Bodies and the Body of Christ:
Corpus Christi in Colonial Cuzco, Peru, also published by Duke University Press.--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The Flemish artist Pieter Bruegel–sometimes called Peasant Bruegel–was the first great artist to
paint scenes of ordinary peasant life and show the common man and woman as they went about
their daily tasks and amusements. He is credited with bringing a humanizing spirit to painting–
something that was lacking in medieval works and entirely absent from contemporary
Renaissance paintings. His compositions are full of rich details and reward close examination; in
fact, they are used by cultural historians as source material for old Flemish customs, styles of
dress, cultivation, and many other aspects of 16th-century everyday life.In 1563 Bruegel painted
one of his most famous works, The Tower of Babel, for the first time; during his lifetime, he
painted the subject three times. Called a figurative allegory, The Tower of Babel tells a story from
the Old Testament, Genesis 11:1–9. The theme is the futility of human ambition and commercial
greed. Other subjects, many produced as prints, included the seven deadly sins (or vices) and
the seven virtues.At his death in 1569, his old friend Ortelius described him as “the most perfect
painter of his time.” His two sons Pieter and Jan, also accomplished artists, followed in their
father’s footsteps, firmly establishing the Brueg(h)el name in the art history books.
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PIETER BRUEGEL THE ELDERc. 1525-1569The Flemish artist Pieter Bruegel— sometimes
called Peasant Bruegel, and usually distinguished from the other painters in his family as Pieter
Bruegel the Elder— was one of the greatest painters of the late medieval/early Renaissance
period, whose The Hunters in the Snow and The Peasant Wedding are as accessible to a
modern audience as they were some 500 years ago when he painted them.Bruegel was the first
great artist to paint scenes of ordinary peasant life and show the common man and woman as
they went about their daily tasks and amusements. He is credited with bringing a humanizing
spirit to painting—something that was lacking in medieval works and entirely absent from
contemporary Renaissance paintings. His compositions are full of rich details and reward close
examination; in fact, they are used by cultural historians as source material for old Flemish
customs, styles of dress, cultivation, and many other aspects of sixteenth-century everyday
life.Pieter Bruegel the Elder was the father of three further generations of artists, most notably
his sons—Pieter Brueghel the Younger and Jan Brueghel the Elder—and his grandson, Jan
Brueghel the Younger, son of Jan Brueghel the Elder. There were other artists in the family, not
least of which was Bruegel’s mother-in-law, Mayken Verhulst, a noted watercolorist who was
acclaimed as one of the four best female artists of the time.Pieter Bruegel the Elder spent his



working life in Antwerp and Brussels in what was called the Low Countries, now Belgium and the
Netherlands. Both cities were important trading ports and economic centers, and Antwerp was
the main center of publishing in the Netherlands. The period in which he lived, the mid-1500s,
was a turbulent time in history when the Low Countries were occupied by the Catholic Spanish
Hapsburgs. Bruegel was born a few years after Martin Luther launched the Protestant
Revolution, which initiated much agitation between the Roman Catholic Church and the
Protestant Church. Bruegel, who for the period in which he lived made relatively few religious
paintings, was not obviously religious.
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ays, “Four Stars. concise and very informational for it's length.”

The book by Delphi Classics has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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